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Lockdown with Limerick Artists 

Welcome to the first edition of the Lockdown with Limerick Artists 

activity pack. We hope that kids and families across Limerick (and 

maybe even beyond) get many hours of pleasure from this and 

the two other editions that will be shared through the Hunt 

Museum’s social media channels and website during the month 

of May.  

 

Background  

We understand that lockdown has been particularly challenging for 

families so Limerick artists and the Hunt Museum have come together to try 

and offer you some support.  The Lockdown with Limerick Artists pack series 

is plain and simple and comes from the heart. If you can, take some time 

to search online to find out about the artists who have made this resource 

possible.  

 

Just to say…. 

In Limerick, we are very privileged to have a large community of artists but  

it is important to highlight that the growing financial crisis brought about by 

the COVID-19 pandemic has made their circumstances even more 

precarious than ever. In spite of this, many of them have shown  great 

generosity towards this initiative and the Hunt Museum would like to 

sincerely thank them for this.  

 

The best way to say thank you to the artists is to share  photos of your 

completed activities on social media tagging @HuntMuseum  

Alternatively, email your photos to maria@huntmuseum.com and we will 

share them on your behalf.  

 

Let’s use ART to bring us all closer TOGETHER 

 

mailto:maria@huntmuseum.com


 

List of Contributing Artists 

Front and back cover artwork by Sian Costello 

1. David Lilburn 

2. Niamh Porter 

3. Sam Walsh 

4. Limerick Printmakers 

5. Sian Costello 

6. Stephen Murphy 

7. Jim Furlong 

8. Maurice Quillinan 

9. Anna Blair 

10. Angela Vaughan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Lockdown with Limerick Artists….  

…some points to note about this pack:  

 

• Parents…please do not be afraid to try these activities at home 

with your children! 

• Children…please help your parents to rediscover their creativity 

because we all have some! 

• The majority of activities in this pack do not need to be printed, 

instead you can just view them on your device. Those that do 

require printing should only be done so in black and white. We 

want your printer ink to last as long as you do 😊 

• Only basic art materials are required to complete activities, 

otherwise just use your imagination and items to be found 

around the house (and especially in the recycling bin).  

 

 

 

 

 



 



Curious Colours 

                                                By Niamh Porter 

 



        

       (Really) Seeing with Extra-ordinary Fruit 

                                                                                               By Sam Walsh 

One of the historic subjects of Art History is called Still Life.  

Still Life is all the things that are around you that do not move naturally such 

as a cup, a bottle, a telephone, a computer, etc. A dog or cat is not Still 

Life! But the most common objects used in Still Life are fruit. This exercise is 

not only about drawing or painting fruit but also about how we see. And 

the great thing about working with fruit in art is that most people have them 

in their house so you don’t have to go far to use it. 

1. Take an apple. Decide am I going to draw or paint it? An apple is really a circle so draw 

a circle. It doesn’t have to be perfect in fact, the less perfect it is the better. Take a 

good look at the apple and see all the different colours. Usually they consist of green, 

red, maybe a bit of yellow. This 

will depend on the colour of 

your apple. Remember that all 

objects cast a shadow so the 

top of the apple will be a light 

green and the bottom a dark 

green, so immediately you 

have two different greens. 

When you’ve finished drawing 

or painting the apple… you 

can eat it!  

 

2. A banana is really the shape of a boat so you can draw a boat and a 

banana and they will look the same.  

 

As a banana gets older it turns black in some areas but mostly it is yellow. The end of the 

banana ( where it connected to the bunch) is like a small rectangle. When you’ve 

drawn or painted the banana… you can eat it! 

 

(See part II over page) 



 

 

3. Take an orange. The great thing about painting an orange is that you know what 

colour it is from its name!  

An orange, like an apple is also a circle. So draw a circle and look closely at the orange.  

 

You will see that the surface has little dots on it. So when you paint an orange you should 

put a flat colour of orange all over the circle, let it dry, then make a lot of white dots all 

over the surface and let this dry and then put a lot of orange dots over the surface 

making sure that the orange dots are darker at the bottom than at the top. This should 

make the surface look covered in little dots. You can also do this with coloured pencils or 

markers. When you’ve finished painting or drawing the orange… you can eat it!  

 

 

4. . A lemon is like a circle that has been sat on.  

A lemon is one of those fruits that have the same name as its colour. Remember what I 

told you about the top being light and the bottom being dark. Well, a lemon can be so 

bright that sometimes this doesn’t happen. But it all depends on the lemon. Also, it 

often has two little circles at either end. When you’ve finished drawing or painting the 

lemon ... DON’T EAT IT! 

 

 



 

 

 



Fabulous Fairy Couture 

By Sian Costello 

 



 



Mindfulness Circle Art 

By Jim Furlong 

1. You will need a cup or glass, pencils, biros and markers in different 

colours and A4 sheet or any art materials 

available to you. →                                                                
 

 

 

2. ← Draw over lapping  

circles using a cup or glass  

 

 

3. → Draw 

shapes, 

patterns and 

colour in over 

lapping circles   

  



Jigsaw Memories 

By Maurice Quillinan 

1. Print out the blank jigsaw located overleaf. 

 

2. Take a photograph of a family member or friend etc and trace their 

outline onto the jigsaw. You 

can add their pet by tracing 

it on in the same way…or you 

can draw it by hand! -  see 

example → 

 

3. Once the figures are traced 

onto your jigsaw, focus on its 

individual segments. You can 

fill these in with drawings 

about them or you can write 

about a memory or thought. 

Maybe you want to do a 

segment each hour or take 

your time and do one each 

day? 

 

4. The jigsaw can be added to 

by photocopying the original blank version and slotting them together.  You 

can add other family members, grandparents, cousins, school, friends, pets 

etc. so you end up with a visual diary of the ‘Lockdown’.   

 

5. When you have finished the jigsaw(s), it can be cut up and stored away 

or posted to a family member or friend not currently in the house or country. 

They can use it as a record of the time we are living through. 

 

 

Optional - To expand this project,  a person can lie down on a length of cheap wall 

paper or cardboard and someone else can draw around their body to create the 

outline of their figure.  You can then use a home projector to trace on the jigsaw 

segments and continue as above.  

  



Jigsaw Memories 

(Check out the previous page for instructions) 

 



 



Game of SQUIGGLES 

                                                            By Angela Vaughan  

This activity is for 2 or more players / You will need:      

• an A4 size page each   

• a different colour ball point or felt tip pen for each player.                                                                         

How to play:                                                                                                                 

Divide your sheet into 8 equal sections. The easiest way to do this is to fold your page in 

half three times and open it up again to reveal the 8 sections.  

 

Each player draws a random ‘Squiggle’ in each of the boxes- see example (A)  

Pass your page along to the player on the left (or swap pages if there are just two 

players) 

Now make the ‘Squiggle’ into an image.  

The aim is to add as few details as possible to create a recognizable image 

     

 

OPTIONAL: 

Pass along to the left again (or swap back) 

Give each image a score out of ten.  

. .  maybe you just love the image because it 

made you laugh so you give it a 8, or maybe 

it seemed particularly creative and it got a 

10. The player with the highest total score 

WINS  

 

TIPs: 

• You can turn the page to any 

angle for each drawing  

• Snakes and faces seem to come 

up a lot, once you’ve played this 

game a few times, push yourself 

to think of something different.

A B 



 


